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Modern warfare 3 survival best guns

We encourage you to read our updated PRIVACY POLICY AND COOKIE POLICY. « Back Weapons ListAssault Rifles are great for all target weapons because of their good accuracy and penetration of even longer ranges. M4A1M16A4SCAR-LCM901TYPE 95G36CACR 6.8MK14AK-47FAD This year's entry into the
Call of Duty franchise, Modern Warfare, hits almost all of its brands. The only place it really got the ball mixed up was in union donations. Survival mode is all well and good, but now only PS4 owners can enjoy it. Spec Ops missions, on the other hand, are currently a barrier full of bugs and glitches. While they can be
improved by updates, the levels themselves leave much to be desired. Enemies spawn seemingly out of nowhere and players quickly get overwhelmed. Hopefully Infinity Ward will make some big tweaks to the balancing act in the near future. Meanwhile, some still want to power their way through this regime in the
interests of closure. The following list details the ten best weapons to bring along to get the job done. Enemies have a lot of health and have a plentiful number, so one is going to need a powerful yet diverse arsenal to win levels. After all, we need a team of four who work effectively together to even have a chance. 10
AX-50 This sniper rifle is guaranteed one hit to kill. Luckily, the levels are all great open areas, which means you can go back with this bad boy and take the bad guys out from a distance. Mobility may be a problem, but as far back as possible, enemies are unlikely to get a drop player. If one wants to be really safe,
however, they can always equip the Overkill perk and take another primary weapon with them. 9 725 This one is incredibly powerful from close range, and probably bane many opponents in the existence of competitive multiplayer. Spec Ops, however, the whole team is grateful if at least one person has it equipped. In
nearby quarters, the enemies will be down in a matter of seconds. Having this weapon ready prevents the ambush from becoming game over. With the right attachments equipped, purpose and reloading can be made in a blink of an eye, making this minus tray size irrelevant. 8 PKM Light machine guns are black. Certain
objects require players to stay put and defend position while opponents mount attack from all sides. In such situations, having a heavy-duty machine gun high in magazine volume seems like a gift from heaven. The only drawback is the painfully long reload times, but it's worth the ability to put waste on a small team in a
matter of seconds. With proper coordination between friends, teammates can cover each other when they take turns loading. 7 Semtex grenades Frag grenades are all fine and dandy, but they take too long to explode and require cooking if one wants an explosion to happen in contact. Semtex not only sticks to the walls,
but has a short timer. Just be not accidentally throw too close because there is little time to get out of the damage you do when it happens. It is also convenient during competitive play. 6 M4A1 This all-purpose bad boy works in almost every situation. It is powerful enough to kill quickly in close quarters, but is also within
range of long-distance shooting. Although it is one of the first weapons one acquires multiplayer, the correct attachments to keep this force must be considered until the end. With this mode, do not hesitate to equip a grenade launcher for it when the enemies group up. Ignore anyone who calls the noob tube as an
attachment. They're just upset that you've ruined their killing mile. 5 AK-47 In competitive play, recoil makes the AK-47 clumsy. Against computers, but this popular weapon is a lifesaver. The gun is most likely familiar to anyone who plays this game - it's one of the most popular assault rifles in the world after all - but don't
ignore it just because it's recognizable. It's devastatingly powerful. Who knows, maybe after adjusting for recoil Spec Ops, it could become a good tool for other multiplayer modes. 4 Anesthet of grenades when inside, anesthet grenades are the soldier's best friends. Players lose count of how often he saved his skin
during the Search and Destroy game. In Spec Ops is arguably more pragmatic, since enemies are unlikely to blind fire and come off happy to kill, which tends to be a transpire player versus player portions. Like all good weapons, using anesthest grenades against someone seems great, but having them used against
you is a tragedy. 3 Dragunov Since the sheer number of enemies swarming the team, Dragunov is a more useful tool here than competitive play. Enemies tend to stay put, so hitting them twice is rarely a problem when the first shot lands. With their increased movement over other sniper rifles, people stand fighting for
the chance of it near and within a medium distance. Dragunov also has a cool-looking weapon with a nice wooden finish, so sniping style is always something to consider. It was also the Naked Snake sniper choice metal gear Solid 3: Snake Eater, so one can live up to their Big Boss fantasy by also making a worthwhile
contribution to the team. 2 Uzi of all machine guns, it's probably the most reliable. Up close, the Uzi can destroy most targets with short bursts. As long as the first few bullets hit, one doesn't have to constantly fire and feel cartman as he decorates the house with bullets after losing control of the recoil. While you can't play
head games with a computer-controlled enemy, one likes to imagine them scoffing at a small size, only to cower in fear after feeling their true power. 1 RPG-7 This one not only helps Spec Ops, but it is comfortable during survival mode as well. When helicopters come to fall on troops, whip it out and take it down before
enemies have a chance to rappel from the rope. If they're already on the ground, use it dispatcher groups together. It can't slip on a spot like Grant Theft Auto, but it's still a great tool to have a battle. Next: 10 Biggest Improvements in Modern Warfare Those Next What Gen 1 Pokemon You, Based On Your Zodiac Sign?
Related Topics Lists Call of Duty: Modern Warfare About Author Jason Wojnar (307 Articles Published) More Jason Wojnar When I play survival, I tend to live off the ground and take weapons off dead enemy soldiers instead of buying weapons from the store. Resisting in particular, it's quite easy to set up shop in the
center house, as I explained here: What is the best sniper position in Resistance spec Ops: Survival mode? Remember that you can also make two primary weapons for Survival – so if enemies use AK-47's and ammo, which is a rich spot that you can use that weapon next to another AR that you've bought or found in an
earlier round. Sometimes rounds can go back and just buy ammo, or pick up upgrades to these weapons if you want them. Having 2 ARs means that if you empty the clip and there are still a lot of men to shoot, you can switch to your off-hand AR and continue shooting faster than you could have reloaded. I do not tend to
like LMGs or SMGs, LMGs take too long to reload, and SMGs do pitiful damage to enemies in later rounds. However, depending on your strategy and preferences, you can still make them useful. Not buying weapons means that you have more money left over from other things, such as watchman guns, teams of AI
assistants, and an air support deal with juggernauts and other difficult situations. Here are the weapons list and their rankings: A larger size similar to gamemode in Call of Duty: Black Ops: Declassity, see Enemies mode. For a similar game mode in zombies, see Survival. For a similar game mode, see Protect (Ghosts).
For game mode Call of Duty: Advanced Warfare, see Exo Survival. Survival Mode is a game type Call of Duty: Modern Warfare: Mobilized, Call of Duty: Strike Team, Call of Duty Online and Call of Duty: Heroes and Special Ops Playlist Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 and Call of Duty: Modern Warfare. On Call of Duty:
Modern Warfare: Mobilized, Call of Dury: Heroes and Call of Duty: Strike Team, it's only a Single Player, while call of duty: Modern Warfare 3, it can be played alone or by another player. In Call of Duty Online, it has four to six players. Call of Duty: Modern Warfare: Mobilized [edit | edit source] It is only unlocked if the
player either uses cheat code, or wins the campaign hardened in difficulty. Doing the former only temporarily opens it, while doing the last one opens it permanently. Survival has four cards. They are: The farm is bombed by an apartment building in Russia. There's debris throughout the apartment of the player to take
cover from behind. Persistence is in the military hangar somewhere in South America. There are a number of large cases of supply to take cover for the player. Outlast is a small courtyard in South America. Fallen pillars, gates and car are all available on the player's lid. The last map is in the war-torn Middle Eastern city.
Debris is full everywhere to cover. When the player first opens the mode, they begin to endure only and other cards are gradually unlocked. To open the card, the player must resist at least three minutes on the previous card. At the beginning of each game, the player starts out with usp and three Frag Grenades, but
there are three randomly generated weapons that spawn on the ground, and eight seconds are given to the player to collect these weapons, and/or find cover. Weapons include M4A1 Red Dot, AN-94, AK-74, P90, MP5, MP7, M40A3, AA-12, M249 and RPG-7. Weapons are replaced every 60 seconds. All weapons have
a large amount of free ammunition, and in the M249 case, it is a 200-round mag where it would be found in other modes of the 100-round mag. There is no joint operation in this mode. Video[edit | edit source] Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3[edit | edit source] In Survival mode then fend off waves of increasingly difficult
enemies as you earn XP and unlock several types of armors to expand your arsenal and load-out customization along the way. - Description survival mode survival mode trailer survival mode appears call of duty: Modern Warfare 3 as a game type within Special Ops mode. In Survival Mode, players must fend off waves
of A.I-controlled enemies with various multiplayer maps. Overlord has heard all the maps when he helps out the player/s and gives them waves during missions. The waves are semi-random with certain waves pre-determined, while others contain increasingly large and powerful contingents of forces so that in the later
stages of the game, players can expect to face multiple Juggernauts, Dogs strapped to C4 and enemy air support simultaneously. In this game mode, friendly light is allowed. Gameplay is noticeably more arcade-like survival mode compared to the campaign; the player is more accurate when firing while moving or firing
the hip, being shot does not cause them to be thrown so badly, and enemy soldiers are able to survive more damage than the campaign or Special Ops. There is no means to win in this game mode because the waves will continue until one player is eliminated; co-op, when each player dies, the round ends. As for
Special Ops missions, the co-op is available in this mode, both online and split-screen. Survival Mode is also a currency system that allows players to purchase items such as air support, watchman turrets, weapons and even a friendly NPC to help the player throughout the game. Proceeds are derived from killing
enemies and can be multiplied by the chaining of numerous kill sprees. At the end of each wave, there are also six factors that depend on the total time, killed, accuracy, damage caused by the player and headshots. In addition to helping the enemy kill reward the assisting player a fraction of the total amount obtained by
the player who committed the kill. Three Armories are placed in fixed locations around the card and are activated during the first few rounds; Weapon Armory provides ammunition for weapons, and allows you to buy bullet-firing weapons and their accessories. Equipment Armory offers armor, grenades and special items
such as watchman turrets and claymores. Finally, Air Support Armory allows players to call for help in orbiting aircraft, such as Perk drops, Predator missiles and small groups of friendly NPC soldiers delivered by helicopter. Only one Perk can be used at a time by purchasing and supplying another Perk just to replace the
previous one. Also, purchasing a new weapon removes the previous firearm. Usually the map puts two Armories close together and one significant distance away. In addition to their normal regenerating health, players can buy body armour to provide a firm protection before they begin to take on health damage. Vests do
not recover, and can only be supplemented by buying more at Equipment Arsenaly. When the wave is over, players can press the corresponding button to start the next wave, or simply wait 30 seconds for the next wave to start automatically. This is to allow players for some time to prepare themselves between the
waves or buy support, weapons, perks, weapon attachments, equipment, etc. Survival Mode is also a ranking system similar to multiplayer, but unlike multiplayer maximum rank 80, Survival Mode maximum rank is 50. It takes 2176500 XP to finish the final level, while multiplayer only 1746200 XP is needed. The
experience earned during the Survival Mode game is accumulated, allowing the player to buy advanced equipment and weapons when they rank up. Completing mission mode challenges also gives players experience. The cards are categorized with four weights: Easy, Regular, Hard and Hull. There are four cards in
each difficulty. In Easy Cards, the player spawns with Five Seven, two Flashbangs, two Frag Grenades, full body armor and Self Revive. In regular cards, the player spawns the same equipment as Easy, except the player wields USP 0.45. In Hard Maps, the player spawns mp412, two flashbangs, no frag grenades, full
body armor and Self Revive. In Crazy Cards, the player spawns with the M16A4 w/Red Dot Sight and built rapid fire, Five Seven, no grenades, full body armor, and no Self Revive. DLC maps, however, are given a variety of difficulties. Maps[edit | edit source] Tier 1 (Easy) - Unlocked default Resistance Village
Interchange Underground Tier 2 (Regular) - Unlocked at level 8 Dome Mission Seatown Carbon Tier 3 (Hard) - Unlocked at level 15 Bootleg Hardhat Fallen Outpost Tier 4 (Hull) - Unlocked at level 25 Arkaden Downturn Bakaara DLC [edit | edit source] Tier 2 (Regular) - Unlocked by download Piazza Liberation
Decommission Gulch Tier 5 (Pretty Crazy) - Unlocked by download Overwatch Black Box Foundation Sanctuary Sanctuary Sanctuary Parish Boardwalk Tier 6 (Very Crazy) - Unlocked Enemy Dynasty Addition is displayed on certain waves half-randomly several special enemy types. The numbers in brackets represent
the amount of money received in the event of the death of the enemy. Light troops armed with a Model 1887 and five seven / USP.45 ($100) Medium troops armed with MP5 and five seven/USP.45/MP412 ($125) Heavy troops armed with AK-47s and five Seven/USP.45/MP412 ($1500) Commando troops armed with
ACR 6.8 and five Seven/USP.45/MP412 ($200) Heavy commando troops armed with FAD and five seven/USP.45/MP412 ($275) Suicide troops armed with USS 12 and strapped C4, which explodes, if they absorb enough damage ($150) Attack dogs ($100) Attack dogs strapped to C4, which explodes when they absorb
enough damage ($150) Chemical agents armed with PP90M1, who lay down chemical mines and carry tanks full of chemicals with them that sprays gas around the map ($150) Juggernauts armed with PKP Pecheneg ($500) Riot Shield Juggernauts armed with PKP Pecheneg and Riot Shield ($750) Claymore experts
armed with PM-9 , claymores and five seven / USP.45/ MP412 which booby trap random areas ($150) Little Birds armed with nose-to-nose Minigun ($600) Armored Juggernauts armed with PKP Pecheneg ($1,000) Note: All of the above listed enemies except Juggerts (and their variants), Dogs, C4 Dogs and helicopters
drop their listed weapon if they are killed. Riot Shield juggernauts can occasionally drop their shield if it wasn't a broken player, however. Challenges[edit | edit source] Before each round the player is assigned two random challenges from the list below, appearing in the bars of the front pages. Each time the bar is fully
filled, the player receives EUR 500, multiplied by the number of times filled in with the current round. A new pair of challenges will be determined when the next round begins, and partially filled bars will not carry the rounds between rounds even if the game has issued the same challenges as before. Kill streak: Kill four
enemies without injury. If the player is damaged, the bar is swept. Rampage: Kill multiple enemies quickly one after the other. The bar slowly decreases when the player does not kill enemies. Headshot: Kill four enemies with headshots. Knife Streak: Kill five enemies with a knife in a row. The bar decreases when a
player kills enemies with something other than a knife. Quad Kill: Kill four enemies at once. Flash Kill: Kill five flashed enemies. In 2004 Tamm became chief of staff of the island. Fill $750, unlocked by default Assault Rifles[edit | edit source] All Assault Rifles will cost $3000 M4A1 unlocked by default. M16A4 unlocked by
default. First launch weapon 4. Delta Force members supply it by default. SCAR-L unlocked at level 5. ACR 6.8 unlocked at level 14. Primary take-off off shore with Shotgun (attachment) and ACOG Scope. The commandos supply it by default. Ak-47 unlocked at level 24. Heavy forces supply it by default. At the unlocked
level 32 of the FAD, the most unlocked shall be the same as the Heavy commando troops equip it by default. G36C unlocked at level 39. CM901 unlocked at level 43. MK14 unlocked at level 47. Type 95 unlocked at level 50. Submachine Guns[edit | edit source] All submachine guns cost $2000 MP5 unlocked by default.
Medium troops and riot squad alllies equip it by default. UMP45 unlocked level 4. MP7 unlocked at level 13. PM-9 unlocked at level 23. Claymore's experts supply it by default. PP90M1 unlocked at level 38. Chemical substances supply it by default. P90 unlocked at level 46. Light Machine Guns[edit | edit source] All Light
Machine Guns costs $7000 M60E4 unlocked at level 12. PKP Pecheneg unlocked at level 18. All types of Juggernauts equip it by default, but the player can not use them or collect ammo said weapon. MK46 unlocked at level 34. L86 LSW unlocked at level 41. MG36 unlocked at level 48. Shotguns [edit ] edit source]
Model 1887 for $2000, unlocked by default. Primary launch weapon overwatch, Foundation, Black Box, Oasis, Sanctuary, Boardwalk, Township and Terminal. Light forces supply it by default. USAS-12 $2000, unlocked at level 6. Suicide bombers supply it by default. SPAS-12 for $2000, unlocked at level 16. KSG-12
$2000, unlocked at level 26. Striker for $4,000, unlocked at 33. AA-12 5000, unlocked at level 44. Sniper Rifles[edit | edit source] All Sniper Rifles will pay $2000 For Handguns [edit | edit source] All handguns will cost $250 Five Seven unlocked by default. Starting with the weapon tier 1 and tier 4 maps; Overwatch, Black
Box, Foundation, Sanctuary and Terminal. Light troops, medium troops, heavy troops, commando troops, heavy commando troops and claymore experts equip it as final stand maps where players equip it. USP 0.45 unlocked by default. Starting with the weapon tier 2 maps, Decommission, Piazza, Liberation and Gulch.
Light troops, medium troops, heavy troops, commando troops, heavy commando troops and claymore experts equip it as final stand maps where players equip it. MP412 unlocked level 2. I'll start with weapon 3. Light troops, medium troops, heavy troops, commando troops, heavy commando troops and claymore experts
equip it as final stand maps where players equip it. Desert Eagle unlocked level 11.44 Magnum unlocked at level 20 P99 unlocked at level 40 Machine Pistols[edit | edit source] All Machine Pistols costs $ G18, unlocked by default. Scorpio, unlocked at level 3 MP9, unlocked at level 17 FMG9, FMG9, level 37
Attachments[edit | edit source] Scope Attachments Holographic Sight for $1000, unlocked by default. Red Dot Sight for $750, unlocked at level 7, given tier 4 cards by default. ACOG ranged from $1,250, unlocked at level 30, given off shore by default. Under-barrel Attachments Grip for $1250, Unlocked level 19 Grenade
Launcher for $1500, unlocked at level 28 M203 (Underbarrel on M16A4 and M4A1 only) GP-25 (Underbarrel on AK-47 only) M320 (Underbarrel on ACR 6.8, CM901, FAD, G36C, MK14, SCAR-L and Type 95) Shotgun for $1500, unlocked at level 45, only assault rifles, given off shore by default. Equipment Armory [edit |
edit source] Frag Grenade Fill for $750, unlocked by default Flashbang Fill for $1000, unlocked by default Claymore x5 for $1000 (10 Max), unlocked at level 2. Claymore experts equip it by default, as do chemical agents (although the latter uses a variant that poisons players, not true explosives) C4 x5 for $1,500 (10
Max), unlocked at level 3. Suicide bombers and bomb dogs supply it by default. Body Armor for $2000, unlocked at level 10 Self Revive for $4000, unlocked at level 12 Sentry Gun for $3000, unlocked at level 17 RPG-7 x2 for $2000 (4 Max), unlocked at level 27 Sentry Grenade Launcher for $4,000, unlocked at level 31
Riot Shield for $3000, unlocked at level 37. Riot Shield juggernauts and riot squad allies equip it by default. Note: It can be broken if it absorbs enough damage. Air Support Armory [edit | edit source] Predator Missile for $2500, unlocked by default. Air Strike for $2,500, Unlocked at Level 4 Delta Squad for $3,000,
Unlocked level 14 Riot Shield Squad for $5000, Unlocked level 21 Perk Care Package Achievements/Trophies [edit | edit source] I live (10/Bronze trophy) - Survive 1 wave Special Ops Survival game. The 15/Bronze Trophy - Finish Juggernaut with a Knife Special Ops. Arms Dealer (20 / Bronze trophy) - Buy all items
from Survival Weapon Armory. Danger Zone (20 / Bronze trophy) - Buy all items from Survival Air Support Armory. Defense Spending (20/ Bronze Trophy) – Buy all items from Survival Equipment Armory. Birdie (20 / Bronze trophy) - Kill 2 enemy helicopters without getting hit in the Special Ops Survival game. Survivor
(20/ Silver trophy) – Reach Wave 10 for each mission in Special Ops Survival mode. Get Rich or Die Trying (25/Silver trophy) - There is $50,000 in your current balance survival mode. Unstoppable (40/Silver trophy) – Reach Wave 15 for each mission in Special Ops Survival mode. Survival Mode Enemies[edit | edit
source] Videos[edit | edit source] Call of Duty: Strike Team[edit | edit source] Survival Mode also appears call of duty: strike team. Maps[edit | edit source] Added [edit | edit source] Cold Day Hell Stone Cold to White Hot Longest Night DLC[edit | edit source] Video[edit | edit source] Call of Duty Online[edit | edit source]
Survival Mode appears Call Duty Online, which is unlocked when the player completes Hero Ops. It allows you to play at least four players and a maximum of six players. Maps[edit | edit source] Enemies[edit | edit source] Gallery[edit | edit source] Survival mode gameplay screenshotAd photo to this gallery Call of Duty:
Heroes[edit | edit source] Survival Mode also appears call of duty: heroes, and is unlocked by becoming a player at Command Center level 4. Game mode is a way for a player to test your base health. There's 150 waves. For every five waves, the player earns medals that can be used to buy and upgrade Heroes. After



each of the five waves, the player's success is also saved thanks to them reaching the checkpoint, so the next time they play they will continue to the last checkpoint they received. This happens even when the player base is destroyed. Gallery[edit | edit source] Video[edit | edit source] Call of Duty Heroes Survival Mode
Pt. 1Ad photo of this gallery Call of Duty: Modern Warfare (2019)[edit | edit source] Collect your team and defend yourself against waves of increasingly difficult threats, earn experiences and equipment for longer as the enemy. - In-game description survival mode returns to Call of Duty: Modern Warfare as part of Special
Ops mode. It was an exclusive Playstation 4 platform until 1.[1] [2] As Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3, In Survival Mode, players must fend off endless waves of A.I-controlled enemies with various multiplayer maps. CIA agent Kate Laswell and Sgt. Kamarov are heard as they help out the player/s calling out enemy
reinforcements, such as more infantry, helicopters or juggernauts across the waves. Some of the waves are still semi-random, but pre-determined, while others contain lethal force contingents that are capable of downing the entire crew within a few seconds if not engaged quickly, such as Suicide Bombers, Juggernauts
and Enemy Air Support. Gameplay is mostly like other titles (eg players spawn only the X16 as a starting pistol on all maps), but there are some differences, especially with A.I. difficulty. Enemies are as accurate as Operations and their strength is all based on the health and weapon damage in Multiplayer, which can
cause the player to downgrade quickly depending on the weapon that shot them to make enemies armed with ak-47 , FR 5.56 or FAL (which is 2-3 shot time to kill multiplayer) quite dangerous even in small quantities. Also, the enemies do not all spawn the edges of the map, but instead just directly close to the players'
surroundings, while some do advance until the player steps out to cover to attack them. At the end of the wave, 35 seconds will be given before the start of the next spend on currency armories. The traditional 3 Survival Armories are back, placed in fixed locations and active between the waves. There is a Weapon
Armory that allows you to buy all classes, including launchers, Weapons, rebel shields and all gunsmith attachments and weapons. Equipment Armory now provides access to all lethal and tactical equipment in multiplayer, while support for Arsenaly offers players Killstreaks, Ammo, Grenade or Armor Boxes, Trophy
Systems and Tactical Insertion Rockets to revive fallen teammates. Armories can be close together or scattered far depending on the size of the map. This mode also has a currency system that allows players to purchase items such as air support, explosives and weapons that can be earned by killing enemies. Unlike
previous installments, there are no challenges, bonus currency earned at the end of the wave or the opportunity to start next at all. Survival Mode now relates to multiplayer progression, counting XP earned game level up the ranks of public litas and even sharing its openings as devices, Killstreaks and weapons,
requiring them to unlock multiplayer before using them in Survival Mode. There are no more maps of categorized difficulty levels and Survival Mode is not available for all those that are going to be added through updates in the future. Maps[edit | edit source] Added Aniyah Palace Grazna Raid Piccadilly Shoot House
events[edit source] Season One Season Three Shoot House Atlas Superstore Season Four Enemies[edit | edit source] Al-Qatala Common Infantry (armed model 680 and Uzi) - first spawning Wave 1 Al-Qatala Light Infantry (armed with AK-47, FAL, FR 5.56, PKM, M1911) - first spawning wave 3 Russian Light Infantry
(armed with AK-47 , FAL, FR 5.56, PKM, M1911) - first spawning wave 5 Russian Armored Infantry (armed with AK-47, FAL, FR 5.56, PKM, M1911) - the first spawning wave of 7 Snipers (armed with Kar98k) - first spawning at Wave 5 RPG Troopers (Armed RPG-7) - First Spawning at Wave 4 Helicopters (Little Bird) -
First Spawning at Wave 10 Suicide Bombers (Unarmed Suicide Vest) - First Spawning Wave 12 Juggernaut (Armed Minigun) - First Spawning at Wave 5 Kill Rewards [edit | edit source] Deal with damage to any unit (+$10) Kill Juggernaut (+$300) Kill Russian Armored Infantry (+$110) Kill Russian Light Infantry (+$120)
Kill Other Unit (+ $100) Weapon Armory [edit | edit source] Assault [edit | edit source] All Assault Rifles cost $200 0 Sub-Bulleting Guns[edit | edit source] All Sub-machine Guns cost $1,500 Shotguns[edit] Edit Source] All Shotguns Cost $1200 Light-Machine Guns[edit | edit Source] All Light-Machine Guns Cost $3000
Marksman Rifles[edit | edit source] All Marksman Rifles will pay $2500 sniper rifles [ Edit edit | Edit Source] All Sniper Rifles Costs $2,500 Pistols[edit | edit source] All Pistols cost $700 (Except 0.50 GS at $1000) Launchers[edit | edit source] All launchers cost $700 (except 0 50 GS at $1000) Launchers[edit | edit source]
All launchers cost $700 (except 0.50 GS at $1000) Launchers[edit | edit source] All missiles cost $700 excluding 0.50 GS at $1000) Launchers[edit | edit source] All rocket launchers cost $700 (excluding 1,500 (ammo only upgraded Equipment boxes or picking up ground) Melee[edit | edit source] Riot Shield for $10,000
Combat Knife for $1000 [Attachments [edit | edit source] source] | edit allikas] Kõik koonused maksab $ 500 Flash Guard · Taktikaline Suppressor · Kerge suppressor · Monoliitne suppressor · Collosus Suppressor · FSS Marauder · Õli võib suppressor · Breacher Seade · CQB breacher seade · Koon pidur ·
Kompenseeriv · Tääk · Choke Barrel [edit | edit source] Kõik barrelit maksab $ 1000 kõik relvad Assault Rifles · Kilo 141 (Singuard Relvad 16.6 SOCOM · Singuard Relvad 19,8 varitseja · Singuard Relvad Whisper) · FAL (18,0 Ultralight · XRK Marksman · 13,0 OSW Para) · M4A1 (FFS 11,5 Komando · Stock M16
Grenadier · FFS 14,5 Tac Lite · Corvus Custom Marksman · FFS 12,4 Predator) · FR 5.56 (FR 15.9 Komando · FR 24,4 Snaiper · TAC FORGE Ultralight) · Oden (Odeni tehas 810mm · Odeni tehas 730mm · Odeni tehas 420mm) · M13 (Tempus Mini · Tempus tsüklon · Tempus Marksman) · FN Arm 17 (FORGE TAC
17.2 LB · FORGE TAC 20.0 LB · Forge TAC CQC Pro) · AK-47 (Spetsnaz Elite · 23,0 RPK Barrel · 8,1 Kompaktne barrel · 23,0Rumeenia) · RAM-7 (FTAC 13.5 Kompaktne · FORGE TAC Eclipse · XRK Ranger) Sub-kuulipildujad · AUGUST (407mm Laiendatud Barrel · 407mm Kerge · 622mm Pikk barrel) · P90
(VÕLTSIMISTAKTIKA GA SEOTUD KÄTTEMAKS · FSS 10,6 Pro) · MP5 (FFS Light · Monoliitne integral suppressor · FFS Mini · Allahelikiirusega integraalsummuti) · Uzi (13,1 Esimene Vastaja · 8,5 Factory Mini · 16,5 Factory Karabiin) · PP19 Bizon (8,7 Hulknurkne · 8,7 Alumiinium) · MP7 (FSS streik · FSS RECON ·
FSS SWAT) Haavlipüssid · Mudel 680 (XRK 18.0 Liberator · XRK 14.0 Eriüksus · XRK 30,0 Sport) · R9-0 Pumppüss (FORGE TAC Sentry · FORGE TAC Gemini) · 725 (Tempus sile bore · Saetud barrel · Tempus 32 Konkurents) · Päritolu 12 Pumppüss (FORGE TAC Precision · FORGE TAC Wideshot · FORGE TAC
Impaler) Kerge kuulipildujad · PKM (18,2 Kompaktne barrel · 26,9 Extended Barrel · 25,9 heavy barrel) · SA87 (SA87 18,2 Factory · SA87 25,4 Factory · SA87 12,4 Factory) · M91 (M91 eriväed · M91 Jalavägi · M91 Raske) · MG34 (FSS Brute · Fss Stubby · FSS Elite) · Holger-26 (XRK Ultralight · FTAC 8,98 Spitfire)
Laskur Vintpüssi · EBR-14 (FORGE TAC Täpsus 20,0 · FORGE TAC Elite · FORGE TAC Precision 22.0) · MK2 karabiin (FSS 18.0 Factory · FSS 20,0 Factory · FSS 24,0Tehas) · Kar98k (Singuard Custom 25.1 · Singuard Kohandatud 21,2 · Singuard Custom 27,6) Sniper Vintpüssi · Dragunov (510mm Kompaktne
barrel · 660mm Extended Barrel) · HDR (26,9 HDR Pro · 26,0 Bull Barrel · 17,2Bull Barrel) · AX-50 (Singuard Arms Pro · 17,0 Factory Barrel · 32,0 Factory Barrel) Püstolid · X16 (Singuard Relvad Featherweight · Vanguard Elite · Singuard Relvad Advantage) · 1911 (.45 Kompaktne · 0,45 Match Hinne · 1911 Stalker) ·
.357 (.357 Snub Nina · Silverfield Ordnance 0,357 · 0,357 Pikk) · M19 (XRK L Super · XRK V Laiendatud · A9-16 Kerge) · .50 GS (FORGE TAC Laiendatud · FORGE TAC Enforcer) Laser:[edit | edit source] Kõik laserid maksavad $ 600 1mW Laser · 5mW Laser · Tac Laser Optic:[edit | edit source] Kõik optika maksab $
1000 Operaator Reflex Sight · Aim-Op Refleks Sight · Rästik Refleks · Monoklirefleks Monoklirefleks · G.I. Mini Reflex · Solozero Optics Mini Reflex · Cronen LP945 Mini Reflex · Cronen C480 Pro Optical · FFS Ring Sight · Corp Combat Holo Sight · APX5 holographic sight · PBX Holo 7 Sight · Scout Combat Optical ·
VLK 3.0x Optical · Integral 3.0x Optical · 4.0 Flip Hybrid · Integrated hybrid · Squared hybrid · Brownlee 32mm range · Lockwood Pistol Scope · Sniper scope · Variable zoom · Merc thermal optics · Thermal hybrid · Thermal Sniper Scope · Thermal dual-power range · Solozero NVG Enhanced · Cronen 2x2 Elite · FSS
integral reflex · Solozero K498 4.0x Integrated Pumps:[edit | edit source] All pumps cost $1100 FSS R9-0 Bulldog · FTAC Ultralight Pump · FTAC Close Quarters Pro Stock:[edit | edit source] All stocks cost $500 FORGE TAC Ultralight · FTAC Ultralight Hollow · FORGE TAC CQB Comb · Forge TAC CQS · FORGE TAC
Ballast Pack · FORGE TAC Stalker · FTAC Stalker-12 · FTAC Stalker-Scout · FTAC Hunter · FTAC Hunter-Scout · FTAC Precision Comb · FTAC XL Elite comb · Forge TAC Dart · FTAC Foldable Stock · FTAC Lightweight Stock · FTAC Champion · FSS Nomad Stock · VLK Light Stock · FFS Raider Chassis Pro · FFS
Raider Chassis Elite · FFS close quarters stocks · FFS tac-wrap · FFS Heavy Stock Pro · FFS SA87 Heavy Stock Pro · SA87 Ultralight Hollow · FR Ultralight Hollow · Oden Ultralight Hollow · MK2 Ultralight Hollow · FFS MK2 Sport Comb · FFS MK2 Precision Comb · STVOL precision comb · Hollow Stock Mod · FTAC
Sport Comb · XRK Obelisk Pro · XRK Striker oü Väli LMG Share · Skeleton Stock · Corvus Skeleton Stock · M13 Skeleton Stock · Classic Straight-line Stock · Singuard Weapons Sniper Pro · Singuard Weapons Invader · Singuard Weapons Evader · Singuard Weapons Marksman · Singuard Weapons Assassin · M-16
Stocks · Lockwood Precision Series · Standard Issue Wood Stock · Chronen Ergo Precision · Chronen Pro Light · Tempus Sport · Factory Aluminum Stock · Factory 18 Aluminum Stock · Tape sleeve · Fly strap · No Stock · Sawn-off Stock · FTAC balance · XRK Ultralight Hollow · XRK Close Quarters Stocks · FSS
ranger · FSS Infantry · XRK Axis Rear Grip[edit | edit source] All rear grips cost $900 Granulated Grip Tape · Rubberized Grip Tape · Stippled Grip Tape · X16 Stock · Lockwood .357 Custom Stock · FSS Raider Stock Guard (.725 only) [edit | edit source] All guards cost $850 Tempus SlimGrip · FORGE TAC Stable Grip
· FORGE TAC Commander Ammunition [edit | edit source] All ammunition mods cost $1250 7 Round Mags · 9 Rounds Mags · 10 Rounds Mags · 12 Rounds Mags · 13 rounds mags · 15 Rounds Mags · 17 Rounds Mags · 20 Rounds Mags · 21 Round Mags · 24 Rounds Mags · 25 Rounds Mags · 25 Rounds of Drum
Mags · 26 Rounds Mags · 30 Rounds Mags · 40 Rounds Mags · 45 Rounds Mags · 50 Rounds Mags · 60 Rounds Mags · 75 Rounds of Drum Mags · 75 Rounds Belt · 84 Round Spiral Mags · 100 Rounds Drums · 100 Rounds Belt · 120 Round Belt · 150 Round Belt · 200 Rounds Belt · Pipe extension · Para 32-round
Mags · 10mm Auto 30-round Mags · 5.45×39mm 30 laps Mags · 5.56 NATO 30-round mags · 5.56 NATO 60 round · 0.300 Blackout 30-round Mags · 0.458 SOCOM 10-round Mags · Slug cartridges · 8 rounds of slug Mags · Snake Shot Trigger Action [edit | edit source] All triggers cost $700 Light Trigger · Heavy Duty
Trigger · Match Grade Trigger Underbarrel [edit | edit source] All underbarrels cost $800 Merc Foregrip · Operator Foregrip · Ranger Foregrip · Commando Foregrip · Tactical Foregrip · Lockwood Precision Series · XRK Truegrip Tactical · Snatch Grip · 40mm High explosive (M203 · Gp25 · FN EGLM) · 40mm
Concussion · 40mm smokescreen · 40mm Recon · 40mm Lightning · 40mm Fuse · 12 Deputy Gauge · Bipod · Bipod Foregrip · Granulated grip tape · Stippled Grip Tape · Rubberized Grip Tape Gun Perks All weapon perks cost $1,000 Other[edit | edit source] Equipment Armory[edit | edit source] All equipment costs
$500, shrapnel is available for $250 to get an additional lethal slot. Lethals[edit | edit source] Claymore Frag Grenade Molotov Cocktail C4 Semtex Multiplication Knife Proximity Mine Thermite Tactical[edit] Flash Grenade Stun Grenade Smoke Grenade Stim Deco Support Grenade Armory[edit | edit source]
Killstreaks[edit source] Shield Turret for $2000 UAV for $2000 Cluster Strike for $3000 Precision Strike for $3000 Cruise Missile for $3000 Sentry Gun for $4,000 Chopper Gunner for $5,000 Gunship for $7000 Juggernaut for $7000 Deployables[edit | source] Ammo Crate $$ 500 Equipment Crate $500 Armor Crate for
$500 Trophy System for $500 Deployable Cover for $700 Respawn Flare for $1500 Trivia [edit | edit source] Survival Mode trailer used in Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 2 variant red dot sight, but it was cut for the final game. In survival mode, though prone, pistols are held with two hands not centered on the screen. On
the Special Ops Trailer of Modern Warfare 3, it seems that there is time for the player to have survived the wave. Highest Survival Mode rank Call of Duty: Modern Warfare 3 is 50, but during Call of Duty XP, the highest rank was level 80. [3] The icon used to celebrate armor was different in the Survival Mode trailer.
Perks dropped by helicopters automatically disappear when players do not collect them, only to kill enemies. It should be noted that later waves and heavier difficulties, not all enemies come at the beginning of the wave. For example, in tier 1 maps, Little Bird appears when there are few survivors in either Round 21 or
22. The official Bradygames guide book claims that the player starts self revive all cards, despite the fact that the player does not spawn it on Tier 4 cards. Sledgehammer Games and Treyarch developed survival mode. Survival mode was based on Zombies Mode that Treyarch has created in its previous games.
Links[edit | edit source] source]
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